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LYNX Technik AG designs and manufactures signal processing solutions for
broadcast, post production and professional audio visual markets. It is an
independent and privately owned company with its headquarters, R&D and
manufacturing based in Weiterstadt, Germany. Global sales and support is provided
from its headquarters in Germany and via regional hubs located in USA (California),
and Asia Pacific (Singapore).
All products are manufactured in Germany.
LYNX Technik was founded in 2003 and has since earned the confidence of
broadcasters, production, post production, outside broadcasters, events producers,
houses of worship, and government facilities throughout the world. LYNX Technik
products are used daily in thousands of “mission critical” broadcast and AV
applications and are trusted to perform and deliver.
LYNX Technik and its various product brands have become synonymous with
innovation, high quality, reliability and ease of use.
LYNX Technik always explores new product concepts in close cooperation with major
broadcasters and key customers worldwide to help specify features and functionality
and set performance goals. This ensures LYNX Technik products address real market
applications with the highest quality solutions at reasonable prices.
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LYNXTechnik AG - Product Lines and Brands

greenMachine®
A completely new concept adopting a three prong approach to product definition and function,
which includes general purpose hardware, function specific APPs and control software. Rather
than being a traditional fixed “application specific” box, greenMachine is 100% APP driven...add
or remove functionality at any given time. This provides a customizable approach to functionality
that offers true flexibility and future-proofing in today’s rapidly changing industry.

yellobrik

®

A wide range of “brick-style” modules that offer a variety of solutions including distribution,
conversion, frame synchronization, embedding / de-embedding. yellobrik also includes a
complete range of fiber solutions for SDI, Ethernet, RS232/422/485 and GPI. Fiber solutions
also include CWDM options as well as passive optical splitters and optical combiners.
yellobrik’s can be used as throw down modules or as part of a fully integrated system using the
yellobrik rack mount chassis.

Testor | lite 3G

TM

A low cost, compact multi-standard SDI battery powered test signal generator. It is widely used
by broadcasters, field engineers, and post production facilities around the world to trouble-shoot
and monitor video and audio signals.

Series | 5000

TM

A traditional rack and card-based modular interface solution that can be configured with any
mix of modules from an extensive portfolio. Solutions include; converters, distribution amplifiers,
embedders / de-embedders, frame synchronizers, audio delay, audio distribution, test signal
generators, multiplexers / demultiplexers, splitters, switches and a full range of fiber options
(including CWDM) & accessories.

APPolo | Control System
TM

)

A powerful yet simple software solution for remote control, status monitoring and error reporting
of all connected LYNX Technik Series 5000 hardware within one centralized system. APPolo
offers a unique user experience through its flexGUI, an intuitive graphic user interface that offers
a simple way to visualize and control Series 5000 modules through path highlighting, interactive
zoom, and signal routing. APPolo includes several robust features including: AutoControl, an
automation element and CustomControl which integrates simple drag-and-drop controls for
creating a custom user interface within a system which can be deployed over a network or
wireless to IPads.
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LYNXTechnik AG - Contact Information
Region: Europe, Russia, Africa and Middle East
LYNXTechnik AG
Brunnenweg 3
D-64331 Weiterstadt
Germany
PH: + 49 (0) 6150 1817 0
FX: + 49 (0) 6150 1817 10

Email: info@lynx-technik.com
Website: www.lynx-technik.com

Region: USA, Canada, Mexico and South America
LYNXTechnik AG
26366 Ruether Ave
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
USA
PH: + 1 (661) 251 8600
FX: + 1 (661) 251 8088

Email: infousa@lynx-technik.com
Website: www.lynx-technik.com

Region: Asia, India, China, Australia, Pacific Rim
LYNXTechnik AG
114 Lavender Street
CT Hub2 #05-92
Singapore 338729
PH: +65 6702 5277
FX: +65 6385 5221

Email: infoasia@lynx-technik.com
Website: www.lynx-technik.com

Public Relations Contact (Global)
Delamere Marketing
Los Angeles, CA
USA
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Kimberley Hebdon
kim@delameremarketing.com
PH: +1 310 469 8190
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